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Williams Parker health law attorneys represent individual practitioners, including medical and osteopathic
physicians, dentists, and chiropractic physicians, with licensure defense matters before their respective state
licensing boards. Whether it involves investigations, emergency restrictions, administrative complaints, or other
disciplinary actions, we understand the serious consequences that disciplinary actions can have on your career
and livelihood. Our health law specialists can represent you in appearances before your professional board
and/or in formal administrative hearings. We work had to preserve your license from revocation, suspension,
sanctions, and other unfavorable findings and final actions against you.
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Williams Parker was founded in 1925, the same year that Sarasota Memorial Hospital was established, and our
firm quickly earned a reputation for its legal work serving the healthcare industry. Nearly a century later,
Williams Parker understands the healthcare industry’s needs and objectives in an increasingly complex
business landscape. Our attorneys serve senior living facilities, physician and dental practices, rehabilitation
centers, surgery centers, nurses, and other licensed healthcare providers. We assist with structuring and
employment, transactions, regulations and licensing, compliance, administrative law, acquisitions, land use,
construction, tax, labor and employment, litigation, and the legal requirements for day-to-day operations. Our
comprehensive team includes two Florida Bar board certified health law specialists, an attorney with a
background as an M.D. and medical management consultant, and attorneys focused on health law, real estate,
compliance, employment law, litigation, and tax. Williams Parker’s attorneys know the rules and follow industry
trends.
Healthcare is a heavily regulated industry, which creates complexity, and our attorneys have the state and federal
regulatory experience to navigate these complexities.
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